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2015,Mar 26th 

 

Sony Computer Entertainment’s upcoming title “Bloodborne” 

 uses post effect middleware “YEBIS 2”  

to deliver a convincingly and unique moody atmosphere. 

 

Tokyo, Japan – March 26th , 2015 – Silicon Studio, a high-end middleware provider 

and game developer announced today that Sony Computer Entertainment Worldwide 

Studios Japan Studio and FromSoftware will utilize Silicon Studio’s remarkable 

middleware solution, YEBIS 2 to power the visual effects in their upcoming PlayStation®4

（PS4™） title, Bloodborne. The cutting edge post processing effects of YEBIS 2 enable 

game developers to elevate graphic quality without sacrificing valuable development 

resources.  

  

 

“Through the power of YEBIS 2, developers can create fantastic visual effects that 

complement their games,” says Takehiko Terada, CEO of Silicon Studio. “As seen in the 

incredibly realistic lighting effects seen in Bloodborne, YEBIS 2 has the flexibility and 

power to achieve the visuals goals of any game developer.” 

 

■ Some Screenshots of 『Bloodborne』with YEBIS 2 post effect. 

■  
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More information on YEBIS 2 and YEBIS 3 can be found at the following links: 

http://www.siliconstudio.co.jp/middleware/yebis/en/ 

 

■Platforms ready for”YEBIS 2” and “YEBIS 3” 

PlayStation®4、PlayStation®3、PlayStation® Vita、Xbox One、Xbox360®、Windows®（DirectX 9/10/11）、iOS、

Android 

 

■ ABOUT ”Bloodborne” 

Publisher：Sony Computer Entertainment Japan Asia(SCEJA) 

Developer：SCE WWS Japan Studio／From Software, Inc. Platforms: PlayStation®4 

Website: https://www.playstation.com/en-us/games/bloodborne-ps4/ 

Copyright: ©Sony Computer Entertainment Inc. Developed by FromSoftware,Inc. 

 

■ ABOUT SILICON STUDIO  

Established in 2000, Silicon Studio is an international company based in Tokyo, Japan, that delivers leading 

innovation in digital entertainment technology and content. Silicon Studio provides cutting-edge solutions in 

rendering technology, research and development methods, game content, post processing effects and online 

game solutions. From fundamental development to integration and implementation, Silicon Studio provides 

seamless support to all aspects of a client’s digital content needs and contributing to their success in creating 

groundbreaking and award winning interactive entertainment for current and next generation platforms. 

"YEBIS" is a trademark of Silicon Studio Corporation. 

“PlayStation” is registered trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment Inc. All rights reserved.    

Other companies and product names used herein are trademarks of their respective owners and are used for the benefit of those owners. 
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